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ABSTRACT

The disclosure provides a method and a system for establishing an enhanced air interface key. During a serving Radio Network Controller (RNC) relocation process, a target RNC with an enhanced security capability enables a received legacy key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn from a relocation request sent by a source RNC whether or not a user equipment supports the enhanced security capability (500). When the target RNC receives a message from the user equipment and learns that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifies a core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equipment respectively (501). With the method of the disclosure, during the Serving Radio Network Controller (SRNC) relocation of the user equipment in a wireless communication system, the air interface keys are enabled and the legacy or enhanced user equipment moves between a legacy network and an enhanced network, timely enabling of security keys is achieved with respect to different security capabilities, ensuring normal accomplishment of the relocation process, and therefore ensuring normal proceeding of subsequent communication.
During the serving RNC relocation process, the target RNC with the enhanced security capability enables the received legacy key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn from the relocation request sent by the source RNC whether or not the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability.

When receiving a message from the user equipment and learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifies the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equipment, respectively.
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1. The target RNC supports the enhanced security capability.
   - Yes: 700
   - No: 701

2. The target RNC learns from the source RNC that the UE has the enhanced security capability.
   - Yes: 702
   - No: 703

3. Derive and enable the enhanced air interface key.
   - Yes: 704
   - No: 705

4. The target RNC uses the legacy key sent by the source RNC.
   - Yes: 706
   - No: 707

5. The target RNC sends an indication of supporting the enhanced security capability to the UE.
   - Yes: 708
   - No: 709

6. The UE performs successful verification on the message using the legacy key.
   - Yes: 710
   - No: 711

7. The UE supports the enhanced security capability.
   - Yes: 712
   - No: 713

8. The UE performs security protection on the serving RNC relocation process using the legacy key and informs the target RNC of the security capability.

9. Use the legacy security key.

10. The target RNC uses the legacy key to verify the message.

11. The target RNC learns that the UE supports the enhanced security capability.

12. The target RNC informs the SGSN+ that the UE supports the enhanced security capability.

13. SGSN+ initiates an AKA process.

14. SGSN+ initiates an SMC process, and establishes and enables the enhanced air interface key.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ESTABLISHING ENHANCED AIR INTERFACE KEY

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a Serving Radio Network Controller (SRNC) relocation technology, and in particular to a method and a system for establishing an enhanced air interface key, which can normally enable the air interface key so as to ensure the normal accomplishment of the relocation process.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) adopts Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technologies in Release 7 to finish a future evolution path HSUPA of High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA). HSUPA is an enhancement technology of 3GPP HSPA (including HSDPA and HSUPA), providing an approach of smooth evolution from HSPA to Long Term Evolution (LTE) with low complexity and low cost for the HSUPA operator.

[0003] HSUPA improves the peak data rate and spectrum efficiency by using technologies such as high order modulation (e.g., downlink 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) and uplink 16QAM), MIMO, combination of high order modulation and MIMO, etc. On the other hand, in order to better support the packet service, HSUPA further adopts a series of other enhancement technologies in order to increase user capacity, reduce time delay and terminal power consumption, improve support of Voice over IP (VoIP), enhance multicast/broadcast capability of the system, and so on.

[0004] In comparison with HSPA, HSUPA transfers in its system architecture, the function of the Radio Network Controller (RNC) to a base station Node B, forming a completely flat radio access network architecture, as shown in FIG. 1, in which the dotted line connection indicates Gm User Plane (UP, U-Plane) with a direct tunnel, and the solid line connection indicates Gn UP without direct tunnel. Wherein the Node B integrating the entire RNC function is called Evolved HSPA Node B or enhanced Node B (Node B+). SGSN+ is a Service GPRS (General Packet Radio System) Support Node (GGSN) that is updated to support HSUPA security function. ME+ is a user terminal equipment capable of supporting HSUPA security function. An evolved HSUPA system can use the 3GPP Rel-5 and later versions of air interface, without any modification of the HSPA service of air interface. With this scheme, each Node B+ becomes a node equivalent to the RNC, which has an Iu-PS interface and is capable of direct connection with a PS Core Network (CN), wherein the Iu-PS user plane terminates at the SGSN, and when the network supports direct tunnel function, the Iu-PS user plane can also terminate at a Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN).

The communication between evolved HSUPA Node B+ is performed through an Iur interface. The Node B+ has the capability of independent networking, and supports the entire mobility function, including inter-system switching and intra-system switching.

[0005] As the data of U-Plane can directly reach the GGSN without passing through the RNC after flattening, this means that the function of encryption and integrity protection of the user plane has to be moved to the Node B+. The enhanced security key hierarchy of currently defined HSUPA+ is as shown in FIG. 2, in which the definitions of the root key (K), Ciphering Key (CK), and Integrity Key (IK) are identical with those in the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). Namely, the root key K is the one stored in the Authentication Center (AuC) and Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM), and the ciphering key CK and integrity key IK are those calculated from the root key K when the user equipment performs Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) with the HSS (Home Subscriber Server).

[0006] In the UMTS, the RNC performs encryption and integrity protection on the data using the ciphering key CK and integrity key IK. However, as in the HSUPA+ architecture, the function of the RNC is completely transferred to the base station Node B+. Furthermore, the security of the Node B+ is not particularly high as the Node B+ is located in an unsecured environment. Therefore, HSUPA+ introduces a key hierarchy similar to Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (EUTRAN), i.e., UTRAN key hierarchy. In the UTRAN key hierarchy, the intermediate key KS shaping (also called K_AKME) is the key newly introduced by HSUPA+, and is derived from the ciphering key CK and integrity key IK. Further, the KS shaping generates CK and IK, where the CK is configured to encrypt the user plane data and control plane signaling, and the IK is configured to perform integrity protection on the control plane signaling. For clarity, in the specification, the CK and IK are called legacy air interface keys (i.e., legacy keys), and the CK and IK are called enhanced air interface keys (i.e., enhanced keys).

[0007] In the WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) system, due to the introduction of Iur interface, concepts of Serving RNC (SRNC) and Drift RNC (DRNC) are created. Both SRNC and DRNC are logical concepts with respect to a specific user equipment (UE). That is, for the UE, among the connections between the UE and the CN, the RNC directly connected with the CN and in control of all resources of the UE is called the SRNC of the UE; among the connections between the UE and the CN, the RNC not connected with the CN and merely provides resources for the UE is called the DRNC of the UE. The connected UE must and only have one SRNC, and may have no DRNC, or have one or more DRNCs.

[0008] SRNC relocation means the process that the SRNC of the UE shift from one RNC to another. According to different location of the UE before and after relocation, the relocation can be classified as static relocation and accompanied relocation, or as UE-not-involved relocation and UE-involved relocation.

[0009] The condition that static relocation occurs is that the UE is connected from one and only one DRNC. As no UE is involved in the relocation process, it is also called UE-not-involved relocation. After relocation, the connection of Iur interface is released, the Iur interface relocates, and the original DRNC becomes an SRNC, as shown in FIG. 3. Static relocation is caused by soft handover. Because of the Iur interface, the relocation is not very urgent and starts after all the radio links are connected to the DRNC.

[0010] Accompanied relocation means the process that the UE is handed over to the target RNC from the SRNC in a hard handover manner, and the Iur interface changes simultaneously, as shown in FIG. 4. As UE is involved in the relocation process, it is also called UE-involved relocation.
In the UMTS system, both the ciphering key CK and the integrity key IK do not change before and after SRNC relocation. The DRNC obtains integrity protection information (including integrity key IK and the allowed integrity protection algorithm) and/or ciphering information (including ciphering key CK and the allowed ciphering algorithm) of the UE from the SRNC or SGSN.

In SRNC relocation involved in HSPA+, the Node B+ may be considered as the combination of Node B and RNC. The two are one physical entity, but may still be considered as two different logic entities. Therefore, in the specification, the logic module within the Node B+ supporting HSPA+ key hierarchy may also be considered as the upgraded RNC in the UMTS. For clarity, it is called RNC+ in this specification. Therefore, the SRNC+ and the source Node B+ are identical, and the DRNC+ and the target Node B+ are identical in this specification.

In the actual network layout, the enhanced network entity supporting HSPA+ security function and the legacy network entity not supporting HSPA+ coexist, and enhanced user equipment and the legacy user equipment coexist. Therefore, when SRNC relocation occurs, there exists a scenario when the user equipment repositions from an enhanced SRNC+ to a legacy target RNC, or a scenario when the user equipment repositions from a legacy SRNC+ to an enhanced target RNC. For example, in the latter case, as the legacy RNC cannot identify the enhanced security capability of the user equipment reported in the initial attach request, during the preparation of SRNC relocation, it is possible that the SRNC has not informed the target RNC of the enhanced security capability of the user equipment in the relocation request message sent by the SRNC to the target RNC; hence the target RNC cannot learn whether the user equipment has the enhanced security capability until receiving the first message (Physical Channel Reconfiguration Complete message or UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm message) sent by the user equipment. However, as provided in the UMTS standards, the SRNC can decide to let the target RNC send Downlink Dedicated Control Channel (DL DCCH) message (carried in an information unit “RRC information, target RNC to source RNC”) and perform integrity protection on the message. After receiving the DL DCCH, the SRNC directly forwards it to the user equipment. It is very likely that the target RNC cannot learn whether the user equipment supports enhanced security or not when sending the message. Hence the target RNC cannot decide whether it should perform integrity protection on the field using the legacy key IK or using the enhanced key IK. As a result, the relocation process cannot be accomplished normally and the air interface key cannot be enabled normally.

SUMMARY

Accordingly, the main object of the disclosure is to provide a method and a system for establishing an enhanced air interface key, which can normally enable the air interface key so as to ensure normal accomplishment of a relocation process.

In order to achieve the object above, the technical schemes of the disclosure are implemented as follows.

A method for establishing an enhanced air interface key includes:

1. During a serving Radio Network Controller (RNC) relocation process, when a target RNC with an enhanced security capability cannot learn whether a user equipment supports the enhanced security capability from a relocation request sent by a source RNC, the target RNC enabling a received legacy key to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process; and

2. When receiving a message from the user equipment and learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifying a core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.

The message from the user equipment may be a Physical Channel Reconfiguration Complete message or a Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) Mobility Information Confirm message.

The step of notifying the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively may include:

1. The core network initiating an Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) and Security Mode Command (SMC) process, or an SMC process, establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively and enabling the enhanced air interface keys to perform security protection on subsequent communication.

2. The SMC process may be performed directly when the core network node has an unused authentication vector or a currently used authentication vector corresponding to the legacy key.

The step of establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively may include:

1. The core network node deriving an intermediate key K_{RNC} from the legacy key IK/Ck; the core network node sending a security-mode command message, in which the intermediate key K_{RNC} is carried, to the target RNC; the target RNC deriving the enhanced keys IK and CK from the intermediate key K_{RNC}; the user equipment deriving the intermediate key K_{RNC} from the legacy key IK/Ck, and deriving the enhanced keys IK and CK, from the intermediate key K_{RNC}.

The method may further include:

1. The core network node deriving an intermediate key variant K_{RNC} derived from the legacy key IK/Ck and the intermediate key K_{RNC}, and sending the security mode command message carrying the intermediate key variant K_{RNC} to the enhanced target RNC+.

2. The intermediate key variant K_{RNC} may be associated with a counter NCC; the intermediate key K_{RNC} may correspond to a virtual intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^*, wherein the associated NCC is 0; and

3. A value of the NCC associated with the intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^* derived by the core network node from the legacy key IK/Ck and the intermediate key K_{RNC} is 1.

4. The value of the NCC may be carried in the security-mode command message sent to the enhanced target RNC+.

The step of establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively may include:

1. The core network node deriving the enhanced keys IK/Ck from the legacy key IK/Ck; the core network node sending to the target RNC the security-mode command message carrying the IK/Ck, the target RNC storing the received IK/Ck, the user equipment deriving the enhanced keys IK and CK from the legacy key IK/Ck and storing the enhanced keys IK and CK.
The step of establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively may include:

- The core network node deriving an intermediate key $K_{RNC}$ from the legacy key $IK/CK$ and deriving the enhanced keys $IK_{E}/CK_{E}$ from the intermediate key $K_{RNC}$; the core network node sending to the target RNC the security mode command message carrying the $IK_{E}/CK_{E}$; the target RNC storing the received $IK_{E}/CK_{E}$; the user equipment deriving the intermediate key $K_{RNC}$ from the legacy key $IK/CK$, deriving the enhanced keys $IK_{E}/CK_{E}$ from the intermediate key $K_{RNC}$ and storing the enhanced keys $IK_{E}/CK_{E}$.

The method may further include: when the target RNC learns from the message received from the source RNC that the UE supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC deriving and enabling the enhanced air interface keys to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process.

- The step of enabling the received legacy key to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process may include:
  - The target RNC enabling the legacy air interface key received from the source RNC and indicating to the user equipment that the target RNC itself supports the enhanced security capability;
  - The user equipment performing successful verification on the message using the legacy air interface key, when the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the user equipment using the legacy air interface key to perform security protection on the message and/or data sent to the target RNC and informing the target RNC of the security capability of the UE itself;
  - The target RNC performing successful verification on the received message by using the legacy security key, and after learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, notifying the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.

The method may further include: when the user equipment does not support the enhanced security capability, perform security protection on the communication by using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

The method may further include: when the target RNC cannot learn that the UE supports the enhanced security capability, continuing to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process by using the legacy air interface key.

The method may further include: when the target RNC does not support the enhanced security capability, performing security protection on the communication by using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

A system for establishing the enhanced air interface key includes at least a source RNC, a target RNC, a core network node and a user equipment, wherein, the source RNC is configured to send a relocation request to the target RNC during relocation;

- the target RNC is configured to receive the relocation request from the source RNC, to enable a received legacy key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn whether or not the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, and to send a notification to a core network when learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability according to the message from the user equipment;

- the core network node is configured to receive the notification from the target RNC, which triggers a process of establishing and enabling the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.

Wherein when the target RNC does not support the enhanced security capability or the user equipment does not support the enhanced security capability

- the target RNC may be further configured to perform security protection on the communication using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

Wherein when the target RNC cannot learn that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC may be further configured to continue to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process using the legacy air interface key.

The core network node may be a Service General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) Support Node (SGSN+) supporting a High Speed Packet Access (HSPA+) security function or a Mobile Switching Center (MSC+) supporting the HSPA+ security function.

It can be seen from the technical schemes of the disclosure that, during the relocation of the SRNC, the target RNC with the enhanced security capability enables the received legacy key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn from the relocation request sent by the source RNC whether the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability or not; and when the target RNC receives the message from the user equipment and learns that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifies the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equipment, respectively. With the method of the disclosure, during the SRNC relocation of the user equipment in the wireless communication system, when the air interface keys are enabled and the legacy or enhanced user equipment moves between the legacy network and the enhanced network, timely enabling of security keys is achieved with respect to different security capabilities, ensuring normal accomplishment of the relocation process, and therefore ensuring normal proceeding of subsequent communication.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

**FIG. 1** is a diagram of an existing completely flat radio access network architecture;

**FIG. 2** is a diagram of the currently defined enhanced security key hierarchy HSPA+;

**FIG. 3** is a diagram of existing implementation of static relocation;

**FIG. 4** is a diagram of existing implementation of accompanied relocation;

**FIG. 5** is a flowchart of a method for establishing an air interface key according to the disclosure;

**FIG. 6** is a diagram illustrating the composition structure of a system for establishing an air interface key according to the disclosure;

**FIG. 7** is a flowchart of an embodiment of establishing an air interface key according to the disclosure;

**FIG. 8** is a flowchart of a first embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment
moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure;

[0058] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a second embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure;

[0059] FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a third embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure; and

[0060] FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a fourth embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0061] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for establishing an air interface key according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 5, the method includes the following steps:

[0062] Step 500: During the relocation of the serving RNC, the target RNC with the enhanced security capability enables the received legacy key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn from the relocation request sent by the source RNC whether the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability or not.

[0063] During the relocation of the serving RNC, there is a scenario when the user equipment migrates from a legacy SRNC to an enhanced target RNC+, wherein as the legacy RNC cannot identify the enhanced security capability of the user equipment reported in the initial attach request, during the preparation stage of SRNC relocation, it is impossible to inform the target RNC of the enhanced security capability of the user equipment in the relocation request message sent by the source RNC to the target RNC. In this step, when the target RNC cannot learn from the relocation request whether or not the user equipment has the enhanced security capability, the received legacy key is first enabled to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process (including message interaction and data plane interaction), so as to ensure the progress of the serving RNC relocation.

[0064] Step 501: Upon receiving a message from the user equipment and learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifies the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equipment, respectively.

[0065] Only when receiving the first message (Physical Channel Reconfiguration Completion message or UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm message) from the user equipment, can the target RNC learn whether or not the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability; and when learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifies the core network to initiate an AKA and SMC process, or an SMC process to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equipment respectively to perform security protection on the communication between the user equipment and the network.

[0066] A system for establishing an enhanced air interface key is further provided in accordance with the method of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 6, wherein the system includes at least a source RNC, a target RNC, a core network node, and a user equipment, wherein

[0067] the source RNC is configured to send a relocation request to the target RNC during relocation;

[0068] the target RNC is configured to receive the relocation request from the source RNC, enable a received legacy key to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn whether or not the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, and send a notification to a core network when learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability according to the message from the user equipment;

[0069] the core network node is configured to receive the notification from the target RNC and trigger the process to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equipment respectively; wherein the core network node is an SGSN+ or a Mobile Switching Center supporting HSPA+ security function (MSC+).

[0070] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an embodiment of establishing an air interface key according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 7, the method includes the following steps:

[0071] Step 700: determine whether the target RNC supports the enhanced security capability; if so, proceed to Step 701, otherwise proceed to Step 713.

[0072] Step 701: determine whether the target RNC can learn whether the UE supports the enhanced security capability by receiving a message from the source RNC; if so, proceed to Step 702, otherwise proceed to Step 703.

[0073] Step 702: The target RNC derives and enables the enhanced air interface key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process, and the process ends.

[0074] Step 703: The target RNC enables the legacy air interface key received from the source RNC.

[0075] Step 704: The target RNC informs the UE that the target RNC itself supports the enhanced security capability.

[0076] Step 705: The UE performs successful verification on the message by using the legacy air interface key.

[0077] Step 706: Determine whether the UE supports the enhanced security capability, if so, proceed to Step 707, otherwise proceed to Step 713, and continue to use the legacy air interface key.

[0078] Step 707: The user equipment performs security protection on the message sent to the target RNC by using the legacy air interface key, and informs the target RNC the security capability of the UE.

[0079] Step 708: The target RNC performs successful verification on the received message using the legacy security key.

[0080] Step 709: The target RNC learns whether the UE supports the enhanced security capability, if so, proceed to Step 710, otherwise proceed to Step 713 to continue to use the legacy air interface key to perform security protection on subsequent communication.

[0081] Step 710: The target RNC informs the SGSN+ or MSC+ on the network side that the UE supports the enhanced security capability.

[0082] Step 711: Optionally, the SGSN+ or MSC+ on the network side initiates an AKA process.

[0083] Step 712: The SGSN+ or MSC+ on the network side initiates an SMC process to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys on the network side and in the user equip-
ment respectively, after which security protection on subsequent communication is performed using the enhanced air interface key, and the process ends.

[0084] Step 713: Use the legacy air interface key to perform security protection on communication during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

[0085] The application of the method of the disclosure will be described in detail below with embodiments.

[0086] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a first embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure. The embodiment is of a method of using the security key when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network. In the first embodiment, the RNC relocation process is performed by using the enhanced SRNC relocation process (i.e., direct communication between the SRNC and the target RNC without the need of forwarding by the core network), wherein the flat Node B+ is considered as an evolved RNC. As shown in FIG. 8, the entirety of the following steps:

[0087] Step 800: The SRNC on a legacy UTRAN network decides to perform SRNC relocation. In this step, the decision may be triggered by reception of the measurement report of the user equipment, or reception of the uplink signaling transmission instruction sent by the target RNC requiring cell upgrade or URA (UTRAN Registration Area) upgrade, etc.

[0088] Step 801: The SRNC sends to the target RNC the relocation request message carrying the key data of the user equipment including the legacy key IK and/or CK. The key data can be carried in a transparent container sent by the SRNC to the target RNC.

[0089] Step 802: The target RNC stores the received legacy key IK and/or CK.

[0090] Step 803: The target RNC allocates resources for the user.

[0091] In this step, if the SRNC decides to let the target RNC send DL DCCH message and perform integrity protection on the message, the target RNC directly uses the received legacy key IK to perform integrity protection on the message, and sends a relocation response message to the SRNC. Preferably, the relocation response message carries the security capability of the network.

[0092] When the target RNC does not have the enhanced security capability, the target RNC decides to use the legacy security mechanism regardless of the security capability of the user equipment.

[0093] Step 804: The SRNC sends a Physical Channel Reconfiguration message or a UTRAN Mobility Information message to the user equipment.

[0094] Step 805: The enhanced user equipment uses the legacy key IK to verify the received message.

[0095] Preferably, when the message is successfully verified, the user equipment determines, according to the received security capability of the network and the security capability of the UE itself, whether the legacy security mechanism or the enhanced security mechanism should be used. When either the network or the user equipment has no enhanced security capability, the user equipment decides to use the legacy security mechanism, which is the same as the SRNC relocation process in the legacy UMTS and needs no further elaboration. When both the network side and the user equipment have the enhanced security capability, execute Step 806.

[0096] Step 806: The enhanced user equipment sends the Physical Channel Reconfiguration Complete message or UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm message to the target RNC. The user equipment uses the legacy integrity key IK to perform integrity protection on the message, or uses the legacy integrity key IK and ciphering key CK to simultaneously perform integrity and encryption protection on the message.

[0097] Preferably, the message sent by the user equipment to the target RNC carries the security capability of the UE.

[0098] Step 807: After receiving the Physical Channel Reconfiguration Complete message or UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm message sent by the UE, the target RNC uses the legacy key to verify, or decrypt and verify, the message.

[0099] When the target RNC successfully verifies the message sent by the user equipment, the target RNC performs message exchange with the core network node (SGSN+ or MSC+) to inform the core network node of the completion of SRNC relocation. When the target RNC is connected with two CN nodes (SGSN+ and MSCR+) simultaneously, the target RNC performs message exchange with both CN nodes simultaneously.

[0100] Preferably, during its interaction with the core network node, the target RNC informs the core network of the security capability of the user equipment or instructs the core network to enable the enhanced security mechanism.

[0101] Step 808: The core network node (SGSN+ or MSC/VLR+) releases the lu interface between the core network node itself and the SRNC.

[0102] Step 809: Optionally, the core network node initiates an AKA process.

[0103] Preferably, when there is an unused authentication vector at the core network node, or a currently used authentication vector corresponding to the legacy key, skip this step and directly proceed to Step 810.

[0104] Step 810: The core network node derives the intermediate key K_{RNC}^* from the legacy key IK/CK.

[0105] Step 811: The core network node sends the target RNC (which is an RNC+) the security mode command message carrying the intermediate key K_{RNC}^*.

[0106] Preferably, the core network node derives the intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^{**} from the legacy key IK/CK and the intermediate key K_{RNC}^* and sends the intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^{**} carried in the security mode command message to the target RNC+. The intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^{**} is configured to upgrade the enhanced air interface keys IK_U and CK_U when a terminal performs SRNC relocation within the enhanced UTRAN network.

[0107] Preferably, the intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^{**} is associated with a counter NCC. The intermediate key K_{RNC}^{**} in Step 810 corresponds to a virtual intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^{**}, and the associated NCC is 0; the associated NCC value of the intermediate key variant K_{RNC}^{**} derived by the core network node from the legacy key IK/CK and the intermediate key K_{RNC} is 1.

[0108] Optionally, the NCC value is carried in the security mode command message and sent to the target RNC+.

[0109] Step 812: The target RNC derives the enhanced keys IK_U and CK_U from the intermediate key K_{RNC}^{**}.

[0110] Step 813: The target RNC sends to the user equipment the security mode command message, the integrity of which is protected using the enhanced key IK_U.
[0111] Step 814: The user equipment derives the intermediate key $K_{\text{RRNC}}$ from the legacy key IK/CK.

[0112] Step 815: The user equipment derives the enhanced keys IK, and CK, from the intermediate key $K_{\text{RRNC}}$. Alternatively, Step 814 and Step 815 can take place before Step 813.

[0113] Optionally, the user equipment derives the intermediate key variant $K_{\text{RRNC}}^*$ from the legacy key IK/CK and the intermediate key $K_{\text{RRNC}}$. The intermediate key variant is configured to upgrade the enhanced air interface keys IK, and CK, when a terminal performs SRNC relocation within the enhanced UTRAN network.

[0114] Preferably, the intermediate key variant $K_{\text{RRNC}}^*$ is associated with a counter NCC. The intermediate key $K_{\text{RRNC}}$ in Step 814 corresponds to a virtual intermediate key variant $K_{\text{RRNC}}^*$, and the associated NCC is 0; the associated NCC value of the intermediate key variant $K_{\text{RRNC}}^*$ derived by the user equipment from the legacy key IK/CK and the intermediate key $K_{\text{RRNC}}$ is 1.

[0115] Step 816: The user equipment uses the enhanced key IK, to verify the received security mode command message, and if the verification is successful, sends to the target RNC a security mode complete message, the integrity of which is protected using the enhanced key IK.

[0116] Step 817: The target RNC uses the enhanced key IK, to verify the received security mode complete message, and if the verification is successful, sends the security mode complete message to the core network node.

[0117] In the embodiment, Step 810 to Step 817 are the same as the process in which the user equipment establishes the enhanced air interface key through the security mode command during initial attachment. FIG. 8 is merely an example. In addition, the enhanced air interface keys IK, and CK, can also be generated by the core network node, and sent to the target RNC in the security mode command message.

[0118] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a second embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure. The embodiment is of another method of using the security key when an enhanced user equipment moves from the legacy UTRAN network to the enhanced UTRAN network. In the second embodiment, the message interacted between the SRNC and the target RNC needs to be forwarded by the core network node (CUN+N), i.e., SGSN+ or MSC+. As shown in FIG. 9, the method includes the following steps:
[0133] Step 1010: The core network node derives the enhanced key IKr/Ckr from the legacy key IK/Ck. Optionally, the parameters for deriving IKr/Ckr also include a random number or a counter.

[0134] Step 1011: The core network node sends to the target RNC (which is an RNC+) the security mode command message carrying the IKr/Ckr.

[0135] Step 1012: The target RNC stores the received enhanced keys IKr and CKr.

[0136] Step 1013: The target RNC sends to the user equipment the security mode command message, the integrity of which is protected using the enhanced key IKr.

[0137] Step 1014: The user equipment derives the enhanced key IKr/Ckr from the legacy key IK/Ck.

[0138] Optionally, the parameters for deriving IKr/Ckr also include a random number or a counter. The random number is the same as that used on the network side, and can be a random number generated by the SGSN+ in Step 1110 and sent to the user equipment during the SMC process, or an existing random number in the present process.

[0139] Step 1015: The user equipment stores the enhanced keys IKr and CKr. Steps 1014 and 1015 can also take place before Step 1013.

[0140] Steps 1016 to 1017, which are identical with Steps 816 to 817 in FIG. 8 and need no further elaboration.

[0141] Wherein the SRNC relocation process (Steps 1000 to 1008) in the third embodiment can also be replaced by the legacy SRNC relocation process (Steps 900 to 910) as shown in FIG. 9, namely, the communication between the source RNC and the target RNC is forwarded by the core network node. Steps 1010 to 1017 remain the same.

[0142] FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a fourth embodiment in which a security key is used when an enhanced user equipment moves from a legacy UTRAN network to an enhanced UTRAN network according to the disclosure. The fourth embodiment differs from the first embodiment shown in FIG. 8 in that: in the fourth embodiment, the core network node derives the enhanced key IKr/Ckr from the intermediate key Kacr and sends the IKr/Ckr to the target RNC+ in the security mode command message. As shown in FIG. 11, the method includes the following steps:

[0143] Steps 1101 to 1109, which are identical with Steps 801 to 809 in FIG. 8 and need no further elaboration.

[0144] Step 1110: The core network node derives the intermediate key Kacr from the legacy key IK/Ck and derives the enhanced key IKr/Ckr from the intermediate key Kacr. Optionally, the parameters for deriving the intermediate key Kacr and/or IKr/Ckr also include a random number or a counter.

[0145] Step 1111: The core network node sends to the target RNC (which is an RNC+) the security mode command message carrying the IKr/Ckr.

[0146] Step 1112: The target RNC stores the received enhanced keys IKr and CKr.

[0147] Step 1113: The target RNC sends to the user equipment the security mode command message, the integrity of which is protected using the enhanced key IKr.

[0148] Step 1114: The user equipment derives the intermediate key Kacr from the legacy key IK/Ck and derives the enhanced key IKr/Ckr from the intermediate key Kacr.

[0149] Optionally, the parameters for deriving intermediate key Kacr and/or IKr/Ckr also include a random number or a counter. The random number is the same as that used on the network side, and can be a random number generated by the SGSN+ in Step 1110 and sent to the user equipment during the SMC process, or an existing random number in the present process.

[0150] Step 1115: The user equipment stores the enhanced keys IKr and CKr. Steps 1114 and 1115 can also take place before Step 1013.

[0151] Steps 1116 to 1117 are identical with Steps 816 to 817 in FIG. 8 and need no further elaboration.

[0152] Wherein the SRNC relocation process (Steps 1100 to 1108) in the fourth embodiment can also be replaced by the legacy SRNC relocation process (Steps 900 to 910) as shown in FIG. 9, namely, the communication between the source RNC and the target RNC is forwarded by the core network node. Steps 1110 to 1117 remain the same.

[0153] The above is merely the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and is not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure, and any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements, and the like within the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for establishing an enhanced air interface key, comprising:
   - during a serving Radio Network Controller (RNC) relocation process, when a target RNC with an enhanced security capability cannot learn whether a user equipment supports the enhanced security capability from a relocation request sent by a source RNC, the target RNC enabling a received legacy key to perform security protection in the communication in the serving RNC relocation process; and
   - when receiving a message from the user equipment and learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC notifying a core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the message from the user equipment is a Physical Channel Reconfiguration Complete message or a Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) Mobility Information Confirm message.
3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the notifying the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface key at the network side and in the user equipment respectively comprises:
   - the core network initiating an Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) and Security Mode Command (SMC) process, or an SMC process, establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively and enabling the enhanced air interface keys to perform security protection on subsequent communication.
4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the SMC process is performed directly, when the core network node has an unused authentication vector or a currently used authentication vector corresponding to the legacy key.
5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the establishing the enhanced air interface key at the network side and in the user equipment respectively comprises:
   - the core network node deriving an intermediate key Kacr from the legacy key IK/Ck, the core network node sending a security-mode command message in which the intermediate key Kacr is carried to the target Radio
Network Controller (RNC); the target RNC deriving the enhanced keys IK_r and CK_r from the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\); the user equipment deriving the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) from the legacy key IK/CK, and deriving enhanced keys IK_r and CK_r from the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\).

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising: the core network node deriving the intermediate key variant \(K_{RNC}^x\) from the legacy key IK/CK and the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) and sending the security mode command message carrying the intermediate key variant \(K_{RNC}^x\) to the enhanced target RNC.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the intermediate key variant \(K_{RNC}^x\) is associated with a counter NCC; the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) corresponds to a virtual intermediate key variant \(K_{RNC}^x\), and the associated NCC is 0; a value of the NCC associated with the intermediate key variant \(K_{RNC}^x\) derived by the core network node from the legacy key IK/CK and the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) is 1.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the value of the NCC is carried in the security-mode command message sent to the enhanced target RNC.

9. The method according to claim 3, wherein the establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively comprises: the core network node deriving the enhanced keys IK_r/CK_r from the legacy key IK/CK; the core network node sending the security mode command message in which the IK_r/CK_r is carried to the target RNC; the target RNC storing the received IK_r/CK_r; the user equipment deriving the enhanced keys IK_r and CK_r from the legacy key IK/CK and storing the enhanced keys IK_r and CK_r.

10. The method according to claim 3, wherein the establishing the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively comprises: the core network node deriving an intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) from the legacy key IK/CK, and deriving the enhanced keys IK_r/CK_r from the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\); the core network node sending the security mode command message in which the IK_r/CK_r is carried to the target RNC; the target RNC storing the received IK_r/CK_r; the user equipment deriving the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) from the legacy key IK/CK, deriving the enhanced keys IK_r/CK_r from the intermediate key \(K_{RNC}\) and storing the enhanced keys IK_r/CK_r.

11. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: when the target RNC learns that the User Equipment (UE) supports the enhanced security capability from the message received from the source RNC, the target RNC deriving and enabling the enhanced air interface keys to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process.

12. The method according to claim 3, wherein the enabling the received legacy key to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process comprises: the target RNC enabling the legacy air interface key received from the source RNC and indicating that the target RNC itself supports the enhanced security capability to the user equipment; the user equipment performing successful verification on the message by using the legacy air interface key, when the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the user equipment performing security protection on the message; and/or data sent to the target RNC by using the legacy air interface key, and informing the target RNC of its own security capability; the target RNC performing successful verification on the received message by using the legacy security key, and after learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, notifying the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.

13. The method according to claim 12, further comprising: when the user equipment does not support the enhanced security capability, performing security protection on the communication by using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

14. The method according to claim 12, further comprising: when the target RNC cannot learn that the UE supports the enhanced security capability, continuing to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process by using the legacy air interface key.

15. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: when the target RNC does not support the enhanced security capability, performing security protection on the communication by using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

16. A system for establishing an enhanced air interface key, comprising at least a source RNC, a target RNC, a core network node and a user equipment, wherein, the source RNC is configured to send a relocation request to the target RNC during relocation; the target RNC is configured to receive the relocation request from the source RNC, to enable a received legacy key to perform security protection on communication in the serving RNC relocation process when the target RNC cannot learn whether the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, and to send a notification to a core network when learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability according to the message from the user equipment; the core network node is configured to receive the notification from the target RNC, which triggers a process of establishing and enabling the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.

17. The system according to claim 16, wherein, when the target RNC does not support the enhanced security capability or the user equipment does not support the enhanced security capability, the target RNC is further configured to perform security protection on the communication by using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

18. The system according to claim 16, wherein, when the target RNC cannot learn that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC is further configured to continue to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process by using the legacy air interface key.

19. The system according to claim 17, wherein the core network node is a Service General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) Support Node (SGSN+) supporting a High Speed...
Packet Access (HSPA+) security function or a Mobile Switching Center (MSC+) supporting the HSPA+ security function.

20. The method according to claim 11, wherein the enabling the received legacy key to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process comprises:

the target RNC enabling the legacy air interface key received from the source RNC and indicating that the target RNC itself supports the enhanced security capability to the user equipment;

the user equipment performing successful verification on the message by using the legacy air interface key, when the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the user equipment performing security protection on the message and/or data sent to the target RNC by using the legacy air interface key, and informing the target RNC of its own security capability;

the target RNC performing successful verification on the received message by using the legacy security key, and after learning that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, notifying the core network to establish and enable the enhanced air interface keys at the network side and in the user equipment respectively.

21. The method according to claim 20, further comprising: when the user equipment does not support the enhanced security capability, performing security protection on the communication by using the legacy air interface key during or after the serving RNC relocation process.

22. The method according to claim 20, further comprising: when the target RNC cannot learn that the UE supports the enhanced security capability, continuing to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process by using the legacy air interface key.

23. The system according to claim 17, wherein, when the target RNC cannot learn that the user equipment supports the enhanced security capability, the target RNC is further configured to continue to perform security protection on the communication in the serving RNC relocation process by using the legacy air interface key.